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Abstract. Banat is a region from South-West Romania that is geomorphologically
characterised by the repartition of form reliefs. The form reliefs from this area succeed each other in
levels starting from East to West as such: low plain, high plain, hills and mountains. This region is
characterised by low mountains that were formed by the presence of karst. From a geologic point of view,
Banatului Mountains belong to the largest and most compact surface of chalky, carbonic rocks from
Romania, Reşiţa-Moldova Nouă area. Data from plot descriptions present in forest management plans
can be used in studying a territory’s geomorphology as they present detailed particularities for certain
surfaces occupied by stands. The purpose of this present paper is to study the geomorphology of
Banatului Mountains with the help of data from forest management plans realized for forests located in
this region. The data that were taken into consideration were: altitude, relief category, field
configuration, slope and exposition. The total surface occupied by national forests from Banatului
Mountains is of 482.387 ha. Amongst them, the majority are situated at altitudes between 500 and 600
meters. The slope (with a significant percentage of undefined slopes) is the main form relief from
Banatului Mountains. Field configuration in the forest area is mainly sinuous, occupying 6% of this area,
while kneading fields occupy only 1%. Field inclination presents an increased growth from plain fields up
to those with a 30g slope. The most accentuated slopes are registered by Baile Herculane (70g), Sasca
Montana, Bozvici, Resita and Baile Herculane (60g). A reduced percentage was observed for fields with
very low slopes (2%) or very high (5%), while fields with slopes between 20g and 40g have recorded
significant percentages (80%). The entire Banatului Mountains chain is characterized by a relatively
uniform repartition of stands based on the exposition, with a lower percentage of fields with East and
West expositions.
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INTRODUCTION
Banat region is located in the south-west part of Romania. From a geomorphologic
point of view, this area is characterised by the repartition of relief forms. As such, the
following relief forms can be found from East to West in a succession of levels: low plain, high
plain, hills and mountains (SITLIVY, et al., 2014; DUNCA, 2017). Low mountains are
characteristic for this region. These relief forms are caused by karst presence and represented
by the following mountain units: Semenic Mountains (1446 m altitude), Locvei Mountains
(727 m altitude), Dognecea Mountains (617 m altitude), Aninei Mountains (1160 m altitude),
Poiana Ruscă Mountains and Almajului Mountains (1224 m altitude) (IURKIEWICZ, et al.,
2005; TIMÁR, et al., 2008; MUREŞAN and IANĂȘ, 2012). The vertical and horizontal
distribution of the elements is determined by the relief’s distribution in the above-mentioned
levels (ŢĂRĂU, et al., 2015). From a geologic point of view, Banatului Mountains belong to
the most compact surface of chalky, carbonic rocks from Romania, Reşiţa-Moldova Nouă area
(ARTUGYAN, 2013; Artugyan and Urdea, 2014; ARTUGYAN, 2017). The climate from this
area is temperate-continental, characterised by warm and dry summers and cold winters. The
annual average temperature is gathered between 6-100 C, while the annual average
precipitation is of 600-1000 mm (Aldescu, 2008; BELIĆ, et al., 2011; KELS, et al., 2014;
Dunca, 2018; Hoancea, et al., 2018;). The mountain areas from this region are characterised by
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an annual average temperature of 5-60C and annual average precipitations of 800-900 mm
(Sidor and Popa, 2015).
The low mountains from this region are characterised by a petrographic structure and
varied relief forms from eruptive rocks (Arinis Mountains), crystalline (Locvei Mountains) or
crystalline mixed with granite (Dognecea Mountains). The main soils are dystric cambisols and
rarely eutric cambisols with a fragmentary appearance of regosols and lithosols (IANOŞ,
2002). These soils are rich in humus (CRIȘAN et al., 2017; SPÂRCHEZ et al., 2017), nutritive
elements (DINCĂ et al. 2019; ENESCU et al., 2019; TÂRZIU et al., 2002), microorganisms
(ONEȚ et al., 2019), are well supplied with water (DINCĂ et al., 2018) and are generally
favourable to forest vegetation (BLAGA et al., 2019; CÂNTAR et al., 2019; CHISĂLIȚĂ et
al., 2015).
The purpose of this paper is to characterise Banatului Mountains from a
geomorphologic point of view (Figure 1.)

Figure 1. Banatului Geomorphology
(http://www.rowater.ro/dabanat/Planuri%20bazinale/descriere%20bazin.pdf)

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Forest management plans area sort of Bible for silviculture practitioners as they describe
all forests (constituted in production subunits) from a certain territory. Besides their biometric
characteristics, they include an inventory of the environment characteristics from the studied area,
including the field’s geomorphology.
Based on this fact, the present study has used all data regarding Banatului Mountains
geomorphology from forest management plans realized during 1991-2007 for 24 forest districts
(*** AMENAJAMENTE).
The extremely generous database (46.601 stand elements) ensures a very good
representation of the obtained data.
The following characteristics were analyzed (by using features offered by Excel): altitude,
relief category, field configuration, slope and exposition.
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Three sub-areas were created and analysed within the exposition and besides the analysis
realized for the entire Banatului Mountains area:
- Poiana Rusca Mountains (with a general NE-SV repartition);
- Dognecea, Aninei, Semenicului, Almajului Mountains (with a general N-S repartition);
- Locvei Mountains (with a general E-V repartition), (fig. 2).

Figure 2. The orientation of the Occidental Carpathians, including Banatului Mountains
(http://geografiebranesti.blogspot.com)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Altitude
The total surface occupied by state forests in Banatului Mountains is of 482.387 ha.
Amongst them, the majority of stands are situated at altitudes between 500 and 600 m. (Figure
3). The altitude average from Banatului Mountains is of 595 m, with the lowest altitudes
recorded at Berzeasca (80 m) and the highest at Rusca Montana (1770 m).
Compared with the Southern Carpathians, where the average altitude is of 1120 m
(DINCĂ and BRATU, 2019), Banatului Mountains is somewhere at the half.
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Figure 3. Altitudes from Banatului Mountains

Slope is the main dominant relief form from Banatului Mountains (with a high
percentage of undefined slopes and almost equal percentages between inferior, middle or
superior slopes, with a slight predominance of superior slopes), table1.
Table 1
Relief forms from the Southern Carpathians
Relief form
Meadow
Slope
Inferior slope
Average slope
Superior slope
Plateau

Surface
(ha)
750
352067
41417
31621
52804
2948

Surface
(%)
73
8
7
11
1

Field configuration in Banatului Mountains forest is mainly sinuous, with plain fields
occupying 6%, while kneading fields only 1% (Figure 4.).

Figure 4. Field configuration in the Southern Carpathians
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Field slope
The slopes of fields occupied by forests from Banatului Mountains are rendered in
Figure number 5. A Gauss curve can be seen, with a continuous growth from plain fields up to
30g slope fields and a similar decrease from this value to the highest slopes.

Figure 5. Field inclination in Banatului Mountains

The most accentuated slopes are recorded at Baile Herculane (70g), Sasca Montana,
Bozvici, Resita and Baile Herculane (60g). Even though the fields have more accentuated
slopes in Banatului Mountains when compared with the Southern Carpathians, their percentage
in the total surface is lower: fields with slopes higher than 40g amount to 5% in Banatului
Mountains, while they reach 12% in the Southern Carpathians (DINCĂ and BRATU, 2019).
The distribution of fields on categories is rendered in Table number 2:
Table 2.
Slope categories from Banatului Mountains
Surface
(ha)

0-10
9708

11-20
62641

Slope (g)
21-30
31-40
189927 196972

>40
23135

As such, a reduced percentage of fields with very small slopes (2%) and very high
slopes (5%) can be observed, together with a significant percentage of fields with slopes
gathered between 20g and 40g (80%).
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The exposition

Figure 6. Field exposition in Banatului Mountains (total)

Figure 7. Field exposition in Poiana Rusca Mountains

Figure 8. Field exposition in Dognecea, Aninei, Semenicului, Almajului Mountains
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Figure 9. Field exposition in Locvei Mountains

A relatively uniform distribution of stands based on exposition can be observed for the
entire Banatului Mountains chain (Figure 6), with a lower percentage of east and west
exposition fields.
Similar distributions are also recorded for Dognecea, Aninei, Semenicului and
Almajului Mountains (Figure 8) and for Locvei Mountains (Figure 9). On the other hand,
Poiana Rusca Mountains (that are situated somehow outside the compact Banatului Mountains
massif) display a slightly different exposition repartition (Figure 7), being more elongated on
the north-south direction.
The following aspects have resulted by comparing the distribution of expositions on
the above-mentioned mountain massifs with their general direction (the thick line from Figures
6-9):
- for Poiana Rusca Mountains, with a general NE-SV orientation, the expositions of all
afforested plots does not correspond with this direction as they are relatively uniform
distributed on the cardinal directions;
- for Dognecea, Aninei, Semenicului and Almajului Mountains, with a general N-S
exposition, the distribution of areas covered by forests generally respects this direction,
followed by NE-SV and NV-SE that are more widespread than the E-V direction;
- for Locvei Mountains, with a constant E-V orientation, the exposition is superior and
constant in this direction, compared with the N-S one.
CONCLUSIONS
The data from plot descriptions supplied by forest management plans (altitude, relief
category, field configuration, slope and exposition) can be used for realizing a general
characterization of a field’s geomorphology.
The main relief form from Banatului Mountains is the slope, while stands are
distributed evenly based on the exposition. The majority of stands from this area are situated at
altitudes between 500-600 m and on slopes between 20g-40g (80%). The stands from the entire
Banatului Mountain chain are distributed relatively even, based on the exposition, with a lower
percentage of fields with an east and west exposition. From a general point of view (in the case
of mountain massifs disposed on the N-S and E-V directions), the expositions of forest areas
are preponderantly disposed on the same direction. However, there are some cases (mountains
from the NE-SV direction) that do not follow this rule.
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